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action of learning agents via the phenomenon of regenerative-coordination, i.e. agents
choose a learning strategy which leads to a pair of output and price which feedback on
learning, possibly modifying it. Mathematically, learning is modelled as a chemical
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natorial master equation, a technique, which is an alternative approach in modelling
heterogeneous interacting learning agents.
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1 Introduction
The asymmetric information revolution challenged the economic profession to rebuild
its macro analytical tools upon sound micro-foundations (Stiglitz 1973, 1975, 1976).
Statistical Physics offers tools for analyzing systems with heterogeneous interact-
ing agents through the master equation (ME) approach (Weidlich and Braun 1992;
Foley 1994; Aoki 1996, 2002; Aoki and Yoshikawa 2006). Social Sciences have a
different status, because they analyze “social atoms” (Buchanan 2007), i.e. agents
who act strategically in an intelligent way. Statistical Physics tools, such as ME are
certainly suitable but, to take care of learning capabilities of social atoms, Com-
binatorial (Chemical) ME (CME) are more comfortable, as we propose in this
paper.
Our model is populated by many heterogeneous interacting agents: their behaviour
generates aggregate (emergent) phenomena, from which they learn and to which they
adapt. This produces two consequences: (1) because heterogeneity and interaction
produce strong non-linearities, aggregation cannot be solved using the Representa-
tive Agent framework; (2) the individuals may learn to achieve a state of statistical
equilibrium, according to which the market is balanced but the agents can be in dise-
quilibrium.
Individuals follow simple rules, interact and learn. We model the reactions of other
agents to an individual’s choice of actions. In the words of Kirman (2012): “we can let
the agent learn about the rules that he uses and we can find out if our simple creatures
can learn to be the sophisticated optimisers of economic theory.”
To move the first steps into this direction, we use a simplified version of Greenwald
and Stiglitz (1993) model with learning agents. Learning capabilities are represented
by a set of rules to model learning behaviour as concerning the output strategy given
the actual net worth of a firm and the market-price level. To couple with it, we introduce
a method to get analytic solutions to heterogeneous interacting and learning agents
models by a CME (Nicolis and Prigogine 1977; Gardiner and Chaturvedi 1977; Gar-
diner 1985) for the distribution of firms on the behavioural state space (the learning
rules: see Sect. 3).
Allowing for learning might lead to a phenomenon we call re-configurative learn-
ing: within a certain state of the market a rule (say j) becomes dominant (i.e. most
of the agents adopt it) when a critical mass of the agents uses it since they find it
the most profitable one. But that rule is the most profitable according to the pre-
vious market conditions: when most of the agents move toward the winning rule
they produce, e.g., more lowering the aggregate price. At the new price, rule j , may
become not “optimal” and agents start adopting a new rule, say i . If it becomes dom-
inant at its turn, aggregate output and price will be affected, causing another phase
transition.1
All in all, we might say that the short term success of a strategy leads to its medium
term failure because of the phase transitions produced by agents’ behaviour.
1 Note that business fluctuations are due to the idiosyncratic price shocks and the endogenous self organi-
zation of the market.
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In this model, firms’ population is financially heterogeneous. This might be mod-
eled by a ME, which describes the dynamics of the probability distribution of the
population over states of financial soundness. What comes at hands is an ana-
lytic model for a dynamic estimator, together with its volatility, for the expected
concentration of the heterogeneous class of firms in the system. This is found as
the general solution of an ordinary differential equation (the macroscopic equa-
tion) for the expected value of the a state distribution, which depends on the tran-
sition rates, involved in the ME to model (mean-field) interaction, and the initial
condition.2
Firms are characterized by a second kind of heterogeneity due to the learning rule.
This can be modeled by means of a Combinatorial ME (CME). According to a metric
which compares profits of two learning rule at time, a flow of firms from one rule to
another is obtained. The solution the CME provides is a tool distributing a volume of
firms over a set of rules. The model provides a differential equation for the probability
distribution of agents over a set of behavioural states, each characterised by a given
learning rule, and some characteristic levels for observables involved in the model. The
ME provides an analytic model to describe the dynamic behavior of a complex system
whose constituents perform non-linear behavior: it is an inferential methodology which
allows finding the estimator of the expected value of any transferable quantity in the
system.
Even though one knew the equations of motion of all the observables characterising
every single agent in the system, she would not be able to manage an analytic solution if
some non-linearity came into play and if the equation were coupled. The ME approach
ends up with a small system of differential equation to model drifting dynamics and
spreading fluctuations it.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the economic model. Sec-
tion 3 develops the learning mechanism and the rules agents behave with and how
they choose among them through time (analytics inside profit curves and their max-
imisation are developed in “Appendix A” and B, respectively). Section 4 deals with
CME to model learning at mean-field level in order to make inference from the
aggregate simulation data and macro-dynamics. Section 5 comments ABM simu-
lation results and the inferred macro-dynamics by using the CME set-up. Section 6
concludes.
2 The model
Our closed economy without Government is populated by I heterogeneous firms
producing the same perishable good, Q, using labour, l, as the only input (provided
by the I households at the given wage level w), according to a financially constrained
production function (A is the net worth of the firm: see Delli Gatti et al. 2010), and
one bank which supply the credit the firms demand for, at the constant interest rate r ,
and pays no interests on deposits.
2 For the sake of simplicity this modeling has not been considered here: the reader is referred to Delli Gatti
et al. (2012).
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At time t the firm i output is
Q(i, t) = α(i, t)A(i, t)β, (1)
where β ∈ (0, 1) and α is the “financial” parameter each firm determines and contin-
uously updates through the learning mechanism of Sect. 3.
The demand for labour is,
N (i, t) = (γ Q(i, t))δ = χα(i, t)δ A(i, t)φ, (2)
since Q(i, t) = N (i, t)1/δ/γ , where χ = γ δ, φ = βδ, γ ∈ (0, 1) and δ > 0.
Balance between aggregate output Q(t) = ∑ Q(i, t) and the stock-flow consistent
(Godley and Lavoie 2007) aggregate demand, wN (t), yields the market price, P , at
t + 1,
P(t + 1) = wN (t)/Q(t). (3)
Because of demand informational imperfections, firm i is assumed to face an individual
price, p, a multiplicative idiosyncratic shock u(i, t + 1) to the market price P(t + 1),
p(i, t + 1) = u(i, t + 1)P(t + 1), (4)
where u is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2, such that expected price is E[p(i, t+
1)] = P(t + 1).
Individual wage bill and credit demand are,
W (i, t) = wN (i, t) = θα(i, t)δ A(i, t)φ (5)
L(i, t) = W (i, t) − A(i, t). (6)
The firm is self-financed (SF, or hedge, in Minsky’s jargon) if she can pay the wage
bill fully with its own financial resources, A(i, t) ≥ W (i, t), otherwise the firm is not
self-financed (NSF, or speculative, in Minsky’s jargon), A(i, t) < W (i, t).
Firm’s profit is,
	(i, t + 1) = p(i, t + 1)Q(i, t) − W (i, t) − r L(i, t), (7)
while its equity updates according to,
A(i, t + 1) = A(i, t) + 	(i, t + 1). (8)
Moreover, we assume that:
• the firm goes bankrupt when A(i, t) ≤ 0 or when Q(i, t) = 0;
• the number of firms is constant, such that there exists an entry-exit mechanism 1 to
1, and the new entry a is randomly assigned within the range 0–20.
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3 Learning
This is a model in which agents are supposed to learn. In particular, they set the value
of α, the “financial” parameter of Eq. (1).3 We allow them to freely chose between a
certain set of rules (7; of course the list is far from being exhaustive and we get rid of
the phenomenon of learning to learn, but the 4 branches are exhaustive: Sargent 1993;
Kirman 2011) whose reinforcement, or not, is given by own return on investment
(profits) or by imitation, and to move from one rule to another without costs. Once a
certain rule is adopted, i.e. the financial parameter is set, a firm produce and bring its
output to the market, where aggregate demand meets aggregate supply, providing the
price of it. Once the idiosyncratic shock is taken into account, the rate of change of
profit is evaluated corroborating or not previous decisions. If firms are satisfied with
the pace of profits, they hold the rule, otherwise they shift to a new one.4 If there
exist more than one rule with the same expected equity, the firm chooses the simplest
one.
We classify the 7,α [1–7], rules into 4 different branches:
• Non-interactive without learning
– Firms set a value which never updates even though the system changes: α[1];
– Firms set α as a random variable: α[2]; it equals the previous period own α plus
a ±30 % change.
• Non-interactive with learning
– Firms set α following a profit maximising rule: α[3] (see “Appendix B”);
– α[4] average of the firm’s historical values α(i, t − s) in the last τ periods with
positive profit.
• Learning with global interaction
– α[5] average value ∑i α(i, t − 1)/I over all the firms in the previous period;
eventually firms copy it.
• Learning with local interaction
– The firm randomly chooses M firms from its neighbourhood, i.e. among those
in the same condition (NSF or SF), collecting information about past period
values {α(im, t − 1)} and sets α[6] to the average;
– The firm looks at its own subgroup (NSF or SF) and uses the ratio of profit to
equity to measure other firms performance. The firm calculates its own α[7] as
the average value of the best performers parameter values.
Through learning, individual behaviour induces a mutation of the system when the
interactions leads to some critical point. For instance, when a considerable (a critical
mass) group of firms concentrates on a behavioural strategy, the system undergoes a
phase transition. The market price is the driving force (pilot-quantity, in Physics) of
the aggregate dynamics, because it embeds behavioural heterogeneity, {α(i, t)}, and
endowments heterogeneity, {A(i, t)}, of all agents.
3 α can be considered as a “financial” parameter since it represents the leverage, i.e. the ratio between
external and internal financial needs.
4 Firms may change their behavior because the price change, i.e. they take into account the Lucas’ critique.
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This allows us to go into a more deep understanding of the notion of re-
configuration. If a mass of firms is adopting a given behaviour (rule), what is a suc-
cessful strategy becomes the winning strategy up to a critical mass of firms adopt it.
The convergence to the new output level changes the price, i.e. destroys the environ-
ment which allowed to adopt the winning rule and a new one may enter the drama:
in a way, the success of a rule destroys the success itself and a new “equilibrium”
is ready to enter, i.e. it leads to different configuration.5 Those firstly experiencing a
different strategy improving production efficiency might realize better performances
inducing other firms to do the same time by time. Therefore, the system itself is going
to change its “learning-induced” configuration destroying that regularity it created to
assume a new configuration.
4 The CME and the mean-field learning
Different agents species live in the system characterised by heterogeneity in endow-
ments, w.r.t. the state of financial soundness ς ∈  = {ςk : k ≤ S}, and in behavioural
strategies, λ ∈  = {λh : h ≤ K }.  =  ×  = ξ j = λh ∧ ζk qualifies the species:
xi (λh ∧ ςk; t) ≡ ξ j means the i-th agent is a firm of j-th species being in the k-th
state of financial soundness while adopting the h-th rule in scheduling output. The
occupation number I j (t) evaluates the concentration of j-th species, how many firms
belong to the j = j (h, k)-th state on . Since the total number of firms is assumed
to be constant, the vector I(t) = (I1(t), . . . , IJ (t)), with J = K S, gives the config-
uration of the system such that the total number of agents is conserved through time.
The following sections develop a mean-field approach in a combinatorial (chemical)
interaction framework to take care of the learning mechanism to infer a model for the
dynamics of species in the system over .
By following an analogy with chemical reactions, a simplified description of com-
binatorial (chemical) interactions is introduced to model learning at aggregate level.
At a mean-field (i.e. aggregate) level, reactant Lh represents the species of those
firms scheduling output according to the h-th rule while being in a given state of
financial soundness. A ’simple’ interaction between two species Lh and Lk is a reaction
channel: Lh + Lk ≡ ρk(Lh) where Lh is here called the ‘effective reactant’ and Lk is
the ‘virtual’ one.
At the social atoms level the learning mechanism is a procedure of K steps, each
of which tests a single output scheduling strategy λk along a small ’test-period’
[t + (k − 1)dt, t + kdt): the sequence of all such periods is said the ’learning period’
[t, t + ). The firm starts at t being i ∈ L p, i.e. scheduling output according to rule
λp, and at t + it ends choosing to be i ∈ Lq : if Lq = L p then the firm has learnt that
for the moment, among all the rules, it is better to maintain the rule its was behaving
with, if Lq = L p the firm has learnt it is better to change accordingly. The firm makes
this decision after the learning mechanism has been completed passing through K
5 As it will be shown, a configuration is a string of rules’ codes ordering the production strategies according
to their diffusion degree, from the most diffused to the lest diffused rule.
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learning steps along the ‘learning period’: in this paper it coincides with a single time
step in ABM–DGP of Sect. 2.6
To describe the mechanism assume being at the k-th step and that a firm is tem-
porarily found to be i ∈ Lh . Now it interacts with the species of those behaving with
λk before choosing to maintain its own rule for the next step or to switch it so that
i ∈ Lk . The same applies to mean-field reactants: interaction is between two species;
this is here developed according to a chemical reaction representation to describe the
learning mechanism as a ‘complex reaction’, that is an ordered sequence (or chain) of
simple interactions between two species at time with different concentrations.
The learning mechanism of Sect. 3 develops along the learning-period partitioned
into K sub-intervals of length dt, [t +(k−1)dt, t +kdt), called the test-period for rule
λk : each effective reactant tests all the K rules, one after the other. Along the k-th test-
period Lh(effective) interacts with Lk(virtual), the event returns an outcome called the
‘product’: it might be Lh or Lk , whatever it is it becomes the effective reactant for the
next step along [t +kdt, t +(k+1)dt). Hence, along the interaction chain the effective
reactant may change while the virtual reactant must change: this is because the firm
may temporarily switch or not its rule while testing all the behavioural possibilities
before making the final decision at the end of the learning period. According to the
chemical reaction formalism Lh + Lk is therefore a simple interaction or a ‘learning-
channel’, ρk(Lh), characterized by the virtual species to interact with at the k-th step.
Therefore, the index k points to the output scheduling strategy λkdefining Lk and it
is also called the ‘degree of advancement’ in the interactions chain L p + {Lk}.7 The
outcome of the learning mechanism is L p +{Lk} → L p + Lq : in case of maintenance
it reads as L p + Lq , in case of switching it reads as 2Lq . Anyway, before the end of the
learning-period neither the observer nor the social atom know what the outcome would
be: while learning the social atoms live in sort of superimposition of states but, at the
end, one and only one outcome will realize. So, the best thing one can do is to develop
a probabilistic model to estimate probabilities for the outcomes: wς(p, q = p; t +)
for the final decision to switch the strategy from λp to a different λq and wς(p, q =
p; t + ) for maintenance of the previous strategy. These probabilities need to take
care of the whole learning steps before making the decision, hence their specification
depends on a probabilistic model for simple interactions, the simple fragments of the
chain.
Since each simple interaction Lh + Lk in the chain has only two outcomes, a
temporary switch or maintenance, it is described as a Bernoulli event
Lh + Lk →
{
2Lk : Pr{ρk(Lh) = Lk} = rhk|k
Lh + Lk : Pr{ρk(Lh) = Lh} = rhh|k
(9)
6 In the ABM–DGP  = 1, that means that two adjacent dates are separated by a time-span of length .
Since in the present paper time has no specific relevant meaning,  = 1 is only the simulation reference
unit of time, it might be a quarter of a year or a year or whatever.
7 By analogy with chemical reactions it is a “progress variable”, or “degree of advancement”, as described
in de Groot and Mazur (1984) p. 199, see also van Kampen (2007) p. 168. Therefore, the complexity degree
of rule λk ∈  is the index k ≤ K = || labelling the k-th rule the social atom is testing while learning.
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where rhk|k is the temporary switching probability in the interaction of Lh with
Lk and rhh|k = 1 − rhk|k for maintenance: a model to estimate these proba-
bilities is developed in “Appendix C”: note that rhk|k concerns only the interac-
tion of Lh with Lk , as the virtual reactant changes into Lm then rhm|m realises.
Probabilities in (9) concern only one interaction but, as known, the learning
mechanism is made of K = 7 interactions spanning through the steps of the
learning-period. Therefore, two vectors of probabilities can be estimated starting
with a generic L p : (rp1|1, rp2|2, rp3|3, rp4|4, rp5|5, rp6|6, rp7|7) for switching and
(rpp|1, rpp|2, rpp|3, rpp|4, rpp|5, rpp|6, rpp|7) for maintenance. Since p ≤ K two matri-
ces come at hands as described in “Appendix C”: Wsς (t) = {rhk|k(t +kdt) : h, k ≤ K }
for switching and Wmς (t) = {rhh|k(t +kdt) : h, k ≤ K } for maintenance probabilities.
Moreover, these probabilities are dynamic because the probabilities in (9) depend on
profits as the pilot-quantity obtained from the ABM–DGP, or with a given analytic
model, if any at hands. That is: at each step in the learning mechanism, the probability
rhk|k for an effective reactant Lh to switch λh into λk so becoming Lk increases as the
profit realised by the virtual reactant Lk ,	(λk |ς; t+(k−1)dt), is higher than the profit
the effective realised before, 	(λh |ς; t + (k − 1)dt). The switching and maintenance
probabilities in the k-th interaction depend on the profits differential 	(λh |ς; t + (k −
1)dt)−	(λk |ς; t + (k −1)dt): if it is negative, the maintenance probability is greater
than the switching probability, if it is positive the opposite happens, if it is zero this
gives an indifference probability, rhh|k = rhk|k = 1/2. These probabilities are used to
estimatewς(p, q = p; t+) andwς(p, q = p; t+) in a matrix Wς (t+), specific
for within-transitions among behavioural rules given a state of financial fragility, see
“Appendix C”.
As an example, assume L p + {Lk} = L p + L7 is realised according to the path
of K = 7 steps shown if Fig. 1: (a) L p + L1 = 2L1, (b) L1 + L2 = L1 + L2,
(c) L1 + L3 = 2L3, (d) L3 + L4 = L3 + L4, (e) L3 + L5 = 2L5, (f)
L5 + L6 = L5 + L6 and (g) L6 + L7 = 2L7. The final outcome is known
to be reached passing through the sample path made of four temporary switching
events (a, c, e, g) and three maintenance events (b, d, f ). Maybe one would have
thought that its probability is rp1|1r11|2r13|3r33|4r35|5r55|6r57|7, but this is not correct:
indeed, this is just one of the many possible paths connecting L p to L7. Therefore,
since nobody knows what is the learning path a social atom is following,8 to find
wς(p, 7; t + ) one should consider all such feasible paths the learning process
might follow to become L7 from being L p: the probability is therefore give by (50) of
“Appendix C”.
Consider another example: the aim is to estimate the probability wς(p, 2; t + )
to become L2 at t + being L p at t ; whatever L p is, all the possible paths leading to
L2 are considered.
8 Having set up an ABM one can certainly take note of each single step each single agent is taking while
learning. But this would be very time and memory consuming, even with not so huge systems like the one
here involved with 1,000 firms and 1,000 periods. Moreover, in the end, it would be useless because what
needed is an inferential approach, like the Statistical Physics one: taking care of all the positions on the
learning space would be like integrating the motion differential equations for particles in a complex system,
which is almost an impossible task.
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Fig. 1 The learning mechanism as a sequence of interactions along the learning-period made of K test-
sub-periods. A predetermined sample path is highlighted from being L p to become L7. The whole graph
represents the graphs one would obtain by starting with any rule λp ∈ , that is from the initial state L p ,
passing through all the K channels ρk before ending to a final state Lq
Following the paths (L p+L1 = 2L1)−(L1+L2 = L1+L2)−(L1+Lk = · · · ) and
(L p+L1 = L p+L1)−(L p+L2 = L p+L2)−(L p+Lk = · · · ) the product L2 cannot
be reached: both paths explain that when L2 is met it is rejected to proceed further,
hence these paths do not contribute to the estimation of wς(p, 2; t +). On the other
hand,(L p + L1 = 2L1)−(L1 + L2 = 2L2)−(L2 + Lk = · · · ) and (L p + L1 = L p +
L1)−(L p+L2 = 2L2)−(L2+Lk = · · · ) explain that when L2 is met it is maintained.





as shown in (45) of “Appendix C”, where the constraint exclude those paths not
contributing to the estimation.9
A configuration the agents realise over the space  =  ×  is a vector I(t) = y
whose components I (λh, ςk, t) = y j count how many firms are scheduling output
according to λh while being in the state ςk : in the present model the total number of
firms is conserved, I(t) ·1J = I ∀t . By conditioning on the states of financial fragility
there can be found S sub-systems whose configurations Iς (t) = {I (λ, t |ς) : λ ∈ }
9 The formulae presented in “Appendix C” have been analytically obtained by involving a suitable algebraic
method: its development is far beyond the aim of the present paper; notes are available by the authors.
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I (λk, t |ς) = I (ς, t) ∀ς ∈  ⇒
∑
ς∈
I (ς, t) = I ∀t (10)
Iς (t) = n states that the configuration of the ς -system on  has been realised in a
given microstate; each component I (λk, t |ς) = nk in Iς (t) = n is therefore relative
to a specific state rule in  and it counts how many firms in the state of financial
soundness ς ∈  are scheduling their output according to λk ∈  at time t : it is the
realised concentration of the k-th species among the total volume I (ς, t) of firms in the
same financial soundness state; this concentration changes through time both due to
the change in I (ς, t), strictly tied to the economic environment (driven by the market
price pilot-quantity), and due to the learning activities agents perform by interactions
(driven by the profitability pilot-quantity).
Mean-field interactions have been described in Sect. 4 to represent the learning
mechanism in mean-field terms. Interactions10 are now developed in terms of what
in literature is known as Combinatorial Kinetics.11 Learning essentially implies mov-
ing on  so that concentrations change, therefore transformation probabilities are
transition probabilities over  due to interactions between reactants.
To develop the general model it is worth beginning with an elementary case. Con-
sider the simple fragment Lh + Lk of the interaction chain: this is a bi-molecular
interaction where Lh is the effective and Lk is the virtual interacting species. This
interaction involves nkh = nh + nk agents therefore, at the end, values of nh and nk
may be different due to switching events, hence the configuration may change, but
their sum will remain the same: this is the so called ‘stoichiometric constraint’. The




r kh Lk (11)
where skh is the concentration of the effective reactant Lh activated in the interac-
tion and rkh concerns Lk , moreover, H
±
k are the so called ‘rate constants’: they are
indexed by k because the interaction is labelled by the virtual reactant Lk , “+” means
a direct interaction “→” and “–” means the inverse “←”. In this expression the direct
interaction “→” is for “switching”, and an inverse “←” is for “maintenance” events.
The master equation associated to (11) considers both inflows and out flows of
agents during the direct and the inverse interactions, hence it is represented as the sum
of two net in-out flows.
10 The reader might refer to Gardiner (1985) chapter 7, from Sects. 5 to 7, for a rigorous development of the
following exposition which aims to resemble the main features of the Poisson representation technique for
the many variable birth-death systems in terms of combinatorial kinetics. See also Gardiner and Chaturvedi
(1977) for an early exposition of the technique.
11 This term is due to Gardiner and Chaturvedi (1977) to extend the field of Chemical Kinetics. The reader
interested in Chemical Physics and Physical Chemistry, upon which the following development is based, is
suggested to refer also to McQuarrie (1967) and Gillespie (2007), and references cited therein. To appreciate
the probabilistic and combinatorial nature of these disciplines, and for extensions of the tools in other fields
of applicability, an important reference is Nicolis and Prigogine (1977).
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nh ! P(nh +s
k








nk ! P(nh −s
k






In general there are C interaction channels K species can interact with one another. A









rck Lk or s
c · L ↔ rc · L ∀c ≤ C (13)
where all the species are involved at the same time and sc = (sc1, . . . , sck , . . . , scK ), rc =
(rc1 , . . . , r
c
k , . . . , r
c
K ) and L = (L1, . . . , Lk, . . . , L K ) being sck and rck portions of the
Lk-concentration, i.e. portions of the nk agents activated as reactants and products in
the c-th interaction.
Define the microstate-change vector associated to a specific interaction step
uc = rc − sc ⇒
{
n → n + uc forward
n → n − uc backward (14)
The forward/backward flows obey the following interaction-specific combinatorial
transition rates




(nk − sck )!




(nk − rck )!
(15)
because transformations or behavioural state transitions are proportional to the number
of ways interactions can realise.12 It is now worth considering that the economic model
described so far, as well as the learning mechanism involved, both concern a set of
C = K interaction channels like those in (9). Accordingly, taking care of all the










T −h (n + θuh; t)P(n + θuh, t) + T +h (n − θuh; t)P(n − θuh, t)
]
(16)
12 According to Gardiner (1985) combinatorial transition rates are usually not explicitly time dependent.
In the present paper time dependence is maintained to take care that the configuration of the system changes
Iς (t) = n due to learning, but time is considered as a sequential parameter.
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1 : inflow (17)
In case of inflows (θ = 1) the square bracket terms in (16) give the “backward and
forward” advancements respectively, in the case of outflows (θ = 0) the same terms
read as “forward and backward” advancements: that is, the net flows in the direct
and inverse reactions. Note that the combinatorial equation (16) is consistent with
the specific nature of the multi-species interactions like (13) where direct and inverse
interactions are involved together with their in-out flows.
The stationary solution to (16) follows from ∂t P(n, t) = 0 and balancing back-
ward/forward inflows with forward/backward outflows in each interaction channel
T ∓h (n ± uh; t)Pe(n ± uh; t) = T ±h (n; t)Pe(n; t) ∀k ≤ K (18)
hence it is a detailed balance condition13 and, as known, it can be used to evaluate the
probability for a given configuration realisation. That is, if nh = nh−1 + υkuh then




h : υh ∈ Z (19)
where Iς (τ ) = nτ and Z is a set of relative integers bounded for the “degree of
advancement” υh to fulfil (13)14.
According to (14) and (17), transition rates specify as follows
T +h (n − θuh; t) = H+h
∏
k≤K
(nk − θuhk )!
(nk − θuhk − shk )!
T −h (n + θuh; t) = H−h
∏
k≤K
(nk + θuhk )!
(nk + θuhk − rhk )!
(20)
If sh−1 = sh and rh−1 = rh , which is reasonable, and uk−1 = uh = u, then, according




T ±h (n; t)




T ±h (n; t)
T ∓h (n + uh; t)
(21)
for any advancement-path it might be taken in (19).
13 Note that Pe(•; t) : χ → [0, 1] is the stationary solution where time is an indexing parameter as in
transition rates T ±k (•; t). The interest on time indexing is essentially motivated by the fact that the present
modelling is grounded on an ABM–DGP where time is an iteration counter.
14 See van Kampen (2007), page 168, for a geometric interpretation on this issue.
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Therefore, by setting ∂t P(n, t) = 0 and applying (20) in (18), the stationary solution








nh ! : mh = 〈nh〉 (22)
The general solution of (16) can be found using the Poisson representation devel-
oped by Gardiner and Chaturvedi (1977) and Gardiner (1985): following statistical-
mechanic reasoning on the canonical ensemble, the authors show that the technique
expands P(n, t) in Poisson distributions along each coordinate and a Fokker–Planck
equation can be obtained to approximate the combinatorial master equation. In the
present framework, the expected value mh = 〈nh〉 plays the same role the macro-
scopic equation plays in the system size expansion due to van Kampen (2007) and
developed by Aoki (1996) as the macroeconomic equation: the next section provides
a model for this expectation.
The transition matrix Wς (t) contains the dynamic local transition probability from
λp to λq on the  given ς ∈  at time t . By plausibly assuming the Markov property
to hold, as well as time homogeneity, let τk be the time a firm behaves with the same
rule, the holding time in the species Lk , therefore it is known that:
Pr {τk < } = 1 − e−zς (k,t) = zς (k, t) + o() (23)





Lq , t + |L p, t
} = wς(p, q, t) + o()
Pr
{
L p, t + |L p, t
} = 1 − zς (p, t) + o()
(24)
are the transition and permanence probabilities along [t, t + ) being  → 0. Let
now hς (p, q, t) = Pr
{
Lq , t |L p, 0
}
be the probability of finding a Lq firm at t which
was a L p at time zero. The problem is to specify a stochastic dynamic model for the
probabilities in hς (p, q, t)




hς (p, q, t + ) − hς (p, q, t)

(25)
By using the definition of hς (p, q, t) together with (24), since hς (p, q, t + ) =∑
k hς (k, q, t + )hς (p, k, t) then a forward Kolmogorov equation is found, see
Feller (1966),
dhς (p, q, t)
dt
= −zς (p, t)hς (p, q, t) +
∑
k =p
wς(k, q, t)hς (p, k, t) (26)
which also reads as a master equation, see Aoki (1996).
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By knowing local transition rates wς(p, q, t) and zς (k, t) the following generator
is defined
gς (p, q, t) =
{−zς (p, t) = −∑q =p wς(p, q, t) : p = q
wς(p, q, t) : p = q
(27)
in the matrix Gς (t). Therefore, the master equation for the transition probability matrix
is
H˙ς (t) = Hς (t)Gς (t) : Hς (0) = H0ς (28)
“Ergodic”-estimates15 of the transition matrices Wˆς and Gˆς are obtained as time
averages to be used to set a dynamic model, hence (28) gives
H˙ς (t) = Hς (t)Gˆς : Hς (0) = H0ς ⇒ Hˆς (t) = H0ς · exp(t · Gˆς ) (29)
As the system is assumed to be asymptotically large enough the following convergence
can be assumed
p(λh |ς, t) = nh
Iˆ (ς, t)
I→∞−→ lim
→0 Pr {I (λh, t + |ς)} ∀h ≤ K (30)
where Iˆ (ς, t) is the aggregation of the ABM–DGP for the total number of firms in
the financial fragility state ς ∈  and nh is the realisation along the h-th coordinate
in (19) for the configuration Iς (t) = {I (λ, t |ς) : λ ∈ }. Being Iˆς (0) = n0 the initial
vector of species concentrations drawn from the ABM–DGP simulation, from (30)
the initial vector is p0ς = (n1,0/
∑
k nk,0, . . . ,nK ,0/
∑
k nk,0) = n0/ Iˆ (ς, 0), being
Iˆ (ς, 0) the total number of firms in ς ∈  at t = 0. Therefore, the state probability
follows from (29): pˆς (t) = Hˆς (t) · p0ς . Finally, the time-indexed estimate of (22) is
mˆς (t) = pˆς (t) · Iˆ (ς, t) = Hˆς (t) · p0ς · Iˆ (ς, t) = H0ς · exp(t · Gˆς ) · p0ς (ς) · Iˆ (ς, t)
(31)
which nests the ABM–DGP aggregate outcome into the CME stationary solution (22).
5 Dynamics and re-generative learning using ACE and CME
Once one introduces heterogeneous and interacting agents, two different approaches
has been developed in the ABM literature. One is called ACE (Agent Computational
Economics) based on computer simulation (see Tesfatsion and Judd 2006; Delli Gatti
et al. 2010); the other, ASHIA (Analytic Systems with Heterogeneous Interacting
15 The ergodic property is here conceived very loosely: basically, estimates of Wς (t) have been found
stable through time such that their series can be likely substituted with the time average; it has also been
found the standard deviation is very small.
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Agents) derives from the statistical physics and analyzes economic agents as inter-
acting intelligent atoms (recently Alfarano et al. 2005; Di Guilmi et al. 2011). A new
strand goes beyond it, introduces the mechanism of learning: this paper is a first pace
in that direction.
In the following, we will describe the dynamics of the AB system, the proximate
cause-effect relations and the links between fluctuations and learning; moreover, we
show using the analytical tools of Sect. 4, that it is possible to get rid of millions of
equation by the meso-foundation provided by the CME.
Figure 3 shows aggregate time series from the ABM–DGP with N = 1,000 firms
along T = 1, 000 periods estimated with 50 Montecarlo runs with the following
parameter values: A(i, 0) i id−→ U (0, 20), β = 0.5, γ = 0.8, δ = 1.4, w = 0.8 and
r = 5 %.
On average, the economy is populated with almost equal shares of NSF/SF firms
with small volatility through time. This stability is the signature of the statistical
equilibrium (Foley 1994). Even though equivalent in shares to SF ones, NSF firms
concentrate about 30 % of total equity but they realise about 65 % of total output and
more than 60 % of total profit.16 We believe there are at least three causae for it:
• the NSF perform well in learning activity because they have to be quite aggressive
in production to look for very performing strategies;
• there exist implicit bankruptcy costs;
• the empirical evidence tells us of growth rate as Laplacian distributed because of
the different behaviour of firms of different sizes: smaller firms’ (de)growth is fat
tail distributed.
Since increasing output is the only way to increase profits, and making profits is the
only way to increase equity to improve the state of financial soundness, it turns out
that NSF firms are much more active than SF ones because they fear to go bankrupt.
Define now a regime as a sub-period characterized by a given dominant configu-
ration and a phase as a sub-period along which a quantity Z is found in a subset of
states with specific qualitative meaning (e.g. expansion or recession).17 Accordingly,
the system can face both regime and phase transitions, as emergent phenomena. More-
over, since the individual behaviour is complex (involving heterogeneity, interaction
and learning), and due to the external field effects (market price and profitability),
it can happen that even those phases synchronized with some regimes along certain
sub-periods can be found in different combinations along other sub-periods (Fig. 2).
For instance, Fig. 3 shows that two expansion phases (when output is increasing
beyond the upper confidence band) can be found to be synchronized with different
dominant configurations C and C ′ along different sub-periods τ and τ ′. The reason
of this issue is the dynamic change of system structure at individual level: a dominant
16 For a given subsystem of SF or NSF firms, a dominant configuration is a combination of behavioural
rules that, at t , concentrates fractions of a given quantity, say Z , from the highest to the lowest share. As
regarding the number of firms, Z = I , the diffusion-dominance of a certain rules’ configuration allocates
the highest shares of firms into behavioural states λ ∈ . If Z = A, Q, W,	 effects-dominance of a
rules’ configuration identifies what should have been chosen to get the collective optimal configuration as
regarding a given quantity.
17 Regimes concern dominance while phases concern the state levels of aggregate quantities.
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Fig. 2 Montecarlo simulation (50 runs of the ABM–DGP): HP-filtered aggregate quantities
Fig. 3 NSF and SF diffusion-dominance (red-stairs) and output-phases (blue-line). Horizontal lines the
time average and confidence bands about the mean (±SD)
configuration in expansion can be found to be dominant in recession too, because the
economic conditions are different.
Aggregate states of the system matter, as well as the effects of the environment,
but learning agents change their behaviour through time. Therefore the same sub-
set of conditions assumes different relevance: if a subset of firms found convenient
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behaving in a certain way when they were NSF, the same behavior is not expected to
be convenient as well when they are SF.
According to Fig. 3, SF firms change frequently but choosing between only two
configurations (3764215, 7364215) which are almost the same configuration but a
switch in the first two rules, while NSF firms choose among seven configurations
(2573416, 2573461, 257416, 2574361, 5273416, 5274316, 5274361): hence, we may
say that the NSF sub-system is more active.
Let’s also note that there is a discrepancy between current production and the
aggregate profit: there is no guarantee that the “optimal” behavior of the individual
agent leads to the welfare of society.
Summarizing the results:
• the state of financial soundness, weak heterogeneity, matters and that the difference
in firms’ behavioral attitudes, strong heterogeneity, conditioned on the state of
financial soundness, is due to different outcomes from learning activity.
• the expected NSF scheduling parameter triples the SF one: this aspect allows to
conclude that NSF firms are more “aggressive” than SF ones because the vital
impulse of NSF push them mainly to recover their financial fragility seeking for
profit-improving behavioral rules while SF firms are more prudential.
• Figure 3 shows NSF profit and output is about 65 % of totals while NSF and SF
concentrations are balancing (48 vs. 52 %); therefore, the social-welfare of the
system is sustained by the more active and lively firms. This finding can be read in
a different way. The sounder the financial health the less the incentive to change: if
SF were the majority in the system, due to this rigidity, the system itself would have
been more exposed to adverse phase-transitions due to a low resilience capability
which, being more prone to change, pertains NSF firms.
In the following we analyze the computational results of the model by using the CME
approach introduced in Sect. 4. In particular we treat the aggregate share of NSF firms
and aggregate profits in different species to make inference according the model in
(31), the estimator for the expected values of concentrations. Figure 4 compares results
from (31) to the estimated share of firms in each state and total output: the plots show
different attitudes summarised in Table 1.
From Table 1 NSF dominant rules are: λ5  λ4  λ3  λ7  λ2  λ1  λ6. As
regards SF: λ4  λ3  λ5  λ7  λ1  λ2  λ6.
According to our results, NSF firms are prone to interaction, although in a weak
sense, because they behave in order to improve their financial soundness avoiding
the risk of bankruptcy; SF firms are more individualistic and precautious by looking
at their past or profit maximising to maintain their status more than improving their
Table 1 Time averages expected concentrations in each behavioural state given the state of financial
 =  ×  λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6 λ7 Tot.
NSF 11.41 11.86 15.66 19.69 20.81 6.94 13.65 100
SF 9.15 8.73 19.33 20.37 19.13 8.11 15.18 100
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Fig. 4 Top panels expected concentrations on the behavioural rules space given the financial soundness.
Middle panels shares of NSF and SF firms from the ABM–DGP and Hodrick–Prescott aggregation for
expected values of (30). Bottom panels Hodrick–Prescott time series of shares of aggregate output in the
NSF and SF states of financial soundness: the horizontal solid line gives the time average of output while
dot-dashed lines are confidence bands about the average, ±0.5std(Qς (t) : t ≤ T ). Vertical lines identify
phases
richness (which improves through the St.Matthew effect on profits, being subject to a
multiplicative shock).
The left and right top panels of Fig. 4 show that in the beginning NSF are more
concentrated on rule λ5 but, as time goes by, they become diffused on rules λ3, λ4 and
λ5; on the contrary, SF firms begin almost spread over rules λ3, λ4, λ5 and λ7 while, at
the end, they concentrate mostly on λ4. The NSF propensity to diversification against
the propensity to concentration of SF might be interpreted as need for NSF to put
forward more and more behavioural attitudes to improve the state of financial fragility
while SF firms seem to have reached a satisfactory configuration. Even though the SF
firms are the majority (on average about 52 %), the share of SF output is lower than
the NSF one (65 %). This shows NSF firms are more active than SF ones because
their aim is to improve as fast as possible their financial soundness: the improvement
follows by increasing equity, which is possible only with an increase in profits, but
profits increase only if output increases. Therefore, NSF firms try to do their best to
increase output to become SF in the short run, nevertheless they did so as reasonably
as possible: this is shown by the more diversified portfolio of behaviours they behave
with. On the other hand, SF firms have been found to be more precautious in preserving
their status: they have less interest in increasing output to become richer preferring to
remain self financing with profits’ marginal increments.
Still considering Fig. 4, when NSF output is fairly above the upper confidence
band then the density of NSF has a peak and an increase in the concentration of NSF
firms on the dominant rules is observed. When output is within or below the bands
there are periods with smaller peaks or with peaks toward the minimum, respectively,
corresponding to periods in which the distribution of firms spreads more uniformly.
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When the NSF density increases firms concentrate on those rules they find more
profitable to improve their financial soundness and this determines increments in out-
put. These periods are almost short and essentially dominated by trend inversions in
the market price dynamics, which drives the share of NSF firms with a high correlation.
Being the market price determined by total previous period demand (3) the learning
activity on the output scheduling parameter affects both total demand and output. Since
labour demand is a function of the scheduled output, an increase of total demand is
itself a consequence of an increase in total output: in the end, the price increases when
the learning activity push firms to increase their output. There is therefore a cyclical
effect between learning activity on output and demand, of output on price and of price
on the share of NSF.
These cyclical effects determine phase transitions of the system from increasing to
decreasing periods of NSF firms concentration on the behavioural rules space. Phases,
in which the profitability of some dominant rule polarises the volume of firms, then
realise inducing a gradual increase in output up to a certain level which needs of an
increase of labour (total) demand lower than the increase in output. When this happens
it determines a downturn for the price and, as a consequence, for the density of NSF
and of their concentration on dominant rules. Accordingly there is a transition to a
period along which firms are less concentrated on dominant rules to spread more
uniformly over the behavioural states space. In case of SF firms there is essentially
a similar but opposite mechanism: when the concentration on the dominant rules is
higher this corresponds to positive peaks of SF density (i.e. negative peaks of NSF
density) but, differently from the NSF case, this is associated to downturns in output
corresponding to increasing price periods.
This representation confirms the state of financial soundness makes a big difference
in firms behaviour, as it has been found for their behavioural preferences.
6 Conclusive remarks
In a socioeconomic complex system, as an ensemble of feedbacks between individ-
ual behaviours and emerging regularities, no precise prediction can be made but
inferential in the view of what has been called regenerative learning. Both Monte-
carlo simulations of an ABM and ME techniques confirmed that regimes of dom-
inant behaviours configurations grow into a regularities destroying themselves and
reconfiguring the system into newer ones, inducing system phase-transitions. In such
a framework, unpredictability of system dynamics has been found due to learning
capability of economic learning agents interacting with one another and with their
environment which is driven by those force-fields (i.e. market price and profits in our
model).
Heterogeneity and interaction have been found to be individuals’ entangled charac-
teristics which cannot be treated to macroscopic inference in the representative agent
framework, new tools are needed to manage the aggregation problem.
Learning capability emphasizes the coexistence of multiple equilibria for a system
whose equilibrium is not a point in the space, where opposite forces balance, but a
probability distribution over a space of behaviours and characteristics.
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Allowing agents for learning enhance the ontological perspective in complex sys-
tems theory by qualifying an agent as an intelligent one. The paper shows that the
learning agent is not an isolated homo oeconomicus, since she cares of the others
and of the environment she belongs to. Intelligent agents learn, and by learning they
modify the system. All in all, she is different from her natural counterpart, the atom,
since she behaves the way she wants and not in the only way she must. This is not
an irrelevant detail because it requires the social scientist not to draw analytic tools
from hard sciences as they are but it compels to suitably adapt techniques to social
phenomena, or finding newer and sounder ones.18
In this respect, the present paper aims to promote, stimulate and, maybe, move
forward in the research stream opened by Masanao Aoki about thirty years ago in
socioeconomic complex systems analysis.
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Appendix A: Analytics inside learning
In the following, we describe the analytic aspects of the learning mechanism at the
individual level and the re-configuration it follows.
At time t the firm is endowed with A(i, t)[h] = Al , where h refers to the learning
strategy of the previous period. The firm faces K possible scheduling strategies. Profit
is then a function both of the control variable, 	(Ql,k), and of the state variable given
the control parameter,19 	(Al |αk).
Appendix B shows profit curves are concave with every behavioural rule if a specific
condition on parameters is fulfilled. Accordingly, Fig. 5 represents configurations in
case of four strategies, ordered by the value of α. Being profit curves concave, on the
plane (A,	) profit maximising equity values A∗k exist and belong to the loci E∗ =
E(A∗,	∗). For each rule, on (Q,	) output maximising profit values Q∗k are found
associated to the corresponding 	∗k . On (A, Q) profit maximising configurations are
found for each behavioural rule. By connecting optimal configuration points Sk ∈ E∗
on the planes, the optimal configurations loci is then identified, and it might be thought
as the temporary equilibrium curve for the system showing the possibility of multiple
equilibria. If all the firms are found on this curve it seems there is no incentive to depart
from it; nevertheless, equilibrium loci is neither steady nor permanent but temporary
and unstable through time because of the learning activity firms put forward: this takes
care of the Lucas’ critique.
18 In order to fully appreciate the consequence of introducing learning in a complex system, let concentrate
on the effect of a policy, say an easing of the monetary policy, i.e.. a reduction of the rate of interest. The
share of SF firms will increase: resilience will be strengthed but the pace of growth could be modest; those
effects themselves will depend on the S,s of the system; agents will change their behavior, according to the
prescription of the Lucas critique.
19 As regarding the profit maximizing rule 3, it can also be seen as function of the control (output scheduling)
parameter α.
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Fig. 5 i The top panels represent profit curves either as functions of the state quantity given the control
parameter 	(Al |αk ) and as functions of the control quantity 	(Ql,k ). The bottom panel represents the
control quantity as a function of the state quantity. ii A simplified version of panel i with partitions
As external conditions are changing, mainly under the effect of the market price
force-field, firms adjust their positions through learning, therefore a sequence of equi-
librium loci E = {E∗(t)} is the outcome of the re-configuration by learning. They are
stimulated by the market price external field, but each firm has also its own internal
impulse to learn how to adjust its position to improve its financial soundness.
Figure 5 explains two phenomena; the “stronger” the behavioural rule, α(λq) 
α(λp): (a) the less the equity to get the same profit, 	(Al |αq) > 	(Al |αp); (b)
the easiest to reach the optimal feasible level of output maximising profit. There are
essentially two possibilities for a firm outside the optimal loci E∗: (a) to be on the
left-increasing branch of the profit curve, that is to be endowed with equity values for
which ∂	/∂ A > 0 ⇒ Al < A∗k ; (b) to be on the right-decreasing branch of the profit
curve, that is to be endowed with equity values for which ∂	/∂ A < 0 ⇒ Al > A∗k .
The only way for a firm to improve its financial soundness is increasing profit
which, however, is exposed to price shocks. Moreover, to increase profit it can only
increase output. If equity increases a firm can maintain its previous period rule to
increase output but in the opposite case the firm needs to switch to a more augmenting
one to get a higher level of output with the same level of equity. This means to jump
from a lower profit curve to a higher one. The outcomes of the jump can be four, see
Fig. 5ii, depending on the state of jump: (a) from a left-increasing to a left-increasing
branch, (b) from a left-increasing to a right-decreasing branch, (c) from a right-
decreasing to a left-increasing branch, (d) from a right-decreasing to a right-decreasing
branch.
To explain states and transitions consider Fig. 5ii with two rules. Rule λk is more
efficient than λh if, at the same level of equity Al , it gives a higher level of profit,
	(Al |αk) > 	(Al |αh); if both give the same profit 	(AE |αk) = 	(AE |αh) they
are equivalent at AE and E = (AE ,	E ) is an equivalence point. Moreover, each
rule-specific profit curve is concave and admits a maximum: Mk = (A∗k ,	∗k), Mh =
(A∗h,	∗h). Finally, the plane (A,	) can be partitioned according to maximum and
equivalence points: SI = {(A,	) : A ≤ A∗k}, SI I = {(A,	) : A∗k < A ≤ AE },
SI I I = {(A,	) : AE < A ≤ A∗h} and SI V = {(A,	) : A > A∗h}.
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Case 1 On SI , if a firm is in 	(Al |αh) then λh → λk is rational because from a left-
increasing profit state the firm will jump to a left-increasing profit state (a) with a higher
level of profit. However, it can be seen that on SI a small change in equity, Al +a < A∗k
gives a high change in profit after λh → λk , but only up to a certain level of equity
Aˆh,k < A∗k . Therefore, SI can be partitioned into S1I = {(A,	) : A ≤ Aˆh,k < A∗k} and
S2I = {(A,	) : Aˆh,k < A ≤ A∗k}. Given Al + a, in the limit for a → 0+, the effect of
the small change in equity is measured by the derivatives of the profit curves, therefore
rule λk is found to be more efficient and attractive if ∂	(Al |αk)/∂ A > ∂	(Al |αh)/∂ A
which implies that Al < Aˆh,k . Therefore, if Al < Aˆh,k : S1I then λh → λk is efficient-
attracting, if Aˆh,k ≤ Al ≤ A∗k : S2I then λh → λk is less efficient-attracting: the same
increase in equity on S2I gives a less than proportional increase in profit, on S
1
I the
induced increase in profit is more than proportional.
Case 2 On SI I , λh → λk is convenient but risky because the firm will jump to a right-
decreasing profit state, (b). In case (b) on SI I , risk is due to that if equity increases
so does output but, if prices do not allow for increasing profit as well, the firm can
be trapped into λh decreasing its profit up to the equivalence point E = (AE ,	E ):
beyond this point the firm will find λh more efficient than λk , and so a jump λh ← λk
is motivated but, if firm’s endowments are not sufficient for λh to be feasible, the firm
will continue decreasing its profit and next period equity, compromising the reached
level of financial soundness. On SI I , ∂	(Al |αk)/∂ A < 0 and ∂	(Al |αh)/∂ A > 0
therefore λh → λk is efficient but less attracting, even less than the jump on S2I because
of the risk for the firm of being trapped into a profit decreasing rule.
Case 3 On SI I I , the efficient jump is λh ← λk and it is always attractive. Indeed,
from a left-decreasing profit state the firm jumps to a right-increasing profit state and,
moreover, it can be seen that ∂	(Al |αk)/∂ A < 0 while ∂	(Al |αh)/∂ A > 0, as it
was on SI I .
Case 4 On SI V , the jump λh ← λk is efficient-attractive because ∂	(Al |αk)/∂ A ≤
∂	(Al |αh)/∂ A < 0. In this case, the best thing to do would be to jump from λk
and λh to a third rule λ′, if any feasible. For firms on 	(A > AE |αk) the jump
λk → λ′ is efficient and attracting right beyond the equivalence point E ′. For firms
on 	(A > AE ′′ |αh) the jump λh → λ′ is efficient and attracting right beyond the
equivalence point E ′′.
Appendix B: Profit curves and maxima
For a fixed strategy λk ∈  at t and λh at t − 1, eventually identical, A(i, t − 1)[h] =
Al > 0 and (1) gives Ql,k = αk Aβl . Therefore, (7) gives 	(Ql,k) = X Rl + P Ql,k −
U Qδl,k which reads as 	(Al |αk) = Xr Al + Pαk Aβl − Uαδk Aφl being X = 1 if NSF,
Rl = r Al > 0 and U = (1+ Xr)θ > 0. As a simplification, assume the firm is selling
at the expected market price P = E[p].
According to (7) and being the equity domain of profit curves right-unbounded, in
order to allow for an analytic maximum profit condition profit curves must be concave
paraboloids in equity. Computing derivatives it follows that
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∂	
∂ A













(1 − β)Pαk Aβl + (φ − 1)δ(1 + Xr)wγ δαδk Aφl
}
(33)
The first order condition for a stationary point is
∂	
∂ A





l − δ(1 + Xr)wγ δαδk Aφl
)
= 0 (34)
which is only necessary for a maximum point since the equity domain is not a compact
set of positive real numbers.








In case of NSF firms, X = 1, a closed form solution cannot be found but it exists if
profit curve are concave paraboloids: the sign of the first derivative shows they are so
∂	
∂ A
> 0 ⇔ Al < A∗k and
∂	
∂ A
< 0 ⇔ Al > A∗k (36)
Therefore, for SF and NSF the stationary point exists and it is candidate to be the
maximum point: writing A∗k makes explicit the dependence on the k-th behavioural
rule through αk as shown in (35); note also the effect of the market price P , which is




< 0 ⇔ 0 < Al < A¯k = ψ(β, δ)
(
P











> 0 ⇒ δ ∈ (0, 1/β) (38)
It is now worth stressing some considerations. It appears that the profit function is
concave only on the restriction 0 < Al < A¯k < ∞ of the equity domain. Therefore,
A∗k is the maximum profit point only if A∗k < A¯k , hence it should be ψ(β, δ) > 1
which is fulfilled only if δ ∈ (0, 1/β). Therefore, for every given behavioural rule
there exists a stationary point: the sufficient condition for the stationary point to be
the maximum profit point is δ ∈ (0, 1/β) where β ∈ (0, 1).
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As regarding profit, a brief note on the profit maximisation rule is here developed.20
For notation convenience, reference to firms is neglected but time is needed setting
at+k = A(i, t + k), pt+1 = u(i, t + 1)P(t + 1), αt = α(i, t) and xt = X (i, t).
By assuming the optimal value of the control parameter to exist, the implicit opti-
misation problem is α∗t (at , pt+1) = arg max E{π(at , αt , pt+1)} with constraints
at+1 = a(at , E{π(at , αt , pt+1)}) ≥ 0 and αt ≥ 0, where the individual profit is
πt+1 = π(at , αt , pt+1) = 	(i, t + 1).
The objective function (7), O(αt ) ≡ E{π(at , αt , pt+1)} and the constraint (8),
c(αt ) ≡ at + O(αt ), are functions of the control parameter.21 The profit function is
differentiable, therefore the sufficient condition for the profit function to be concave
(∂2α O ≤ 0) is always true if δ > 1. Since δ ∈ (0, 1/β) : β ∈ (0, 1), the profit curve is
also concave in equity, hence the profit function is concave in the control parameter and
in the state variable as well. Accordingly, c(αt ) is concave hence C(αt ) = −c(αt ) ≤ 0
is convex. Therefore, the standard form optimisation is max O(αt ) with constraints
C(αt ) ≤ 0 and −αt ≤ 0, where the objective function is concave and the constraint is
convex. By setting the Lagrangean to deal with Khun-Tucker conditions, the candidate
solution is α∗t (at , xt , Pt+1) = (δθ(1 + xi,t r)/Pt+1)1−δ/aβi,t > 0.
To be feasible, that is for a firm not to go surely bankrupt, it must satisfy
the constraint (8), that is c(α∗t ) ≥ 0 implies that at ≥ a˜(xt , Pt+1) = [δθ(1 +
xi,t r)/(δ
1−δ Pδt+1 − P2t+1)]1−δ > 0. Therefore, the optimal scheduling-output para-
meter α∗t (at , xt , Pt+1) is feasible only for the firm endowed enough to satisfy the
constraint depending on the state of financial soundness xt while facing its own price
expectation to be Pt+1. Finally, being δ ∈ (0, 1/β) : β ∈ (0, 1), if δ > 2 then
if β ∈ (0, 1/2) the constraint is always fulfilled and hence the found solution is
feasible to maximise profit. These conditions on parameters have been involved in
simulations.
Appendix C: Interaction specific probabilities
This appendix sketches a formal development of interaction specific transition proba-
bilities of Sect. 4 and how to involve them in specifying dynamic transition matrices
Wς (t + ). Since for an ‘effective reactant’ the probability to change its present
behavioural rule to that of the ‘virtual reactant’ it is interacting with depends on the
profit differential, this is the pilot-quantity for the switching probability. That is, the
more the ‘virtual’ profit exceeds the ‘effective’ one, the more the effective reactant
is likely to adopt the ‘virtual’ behavioural rule. To model this interaction and its
probabilistic outcome it has been found convenient to represent the involved observ-
ables on the Cartesian plane as vectors defined by their modulus and trigonometric
components.
20 Profit curves and their maximisation w.r.t. equity (state variable) previously developed is different from
profit maximisation w.r.t. the scheduling parameter (control parameter): the former concerns the overall
economic interpretation, the latter concerns the specific profit maximisation rule, which aims to set an
optimal value for the control parameter.
21 This means that equity is conditioning profit through the scheduling parameter, that is 	(α|A).
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Consider 	(λ|ς; τk) the aggregate profit of firms in state X (λ|ς) ∈  and set
	+(ς; τk) = ∑λ∈ |	(λ|ς; τk)|. Define the profit share (with sign) u(λ|ς; τk) =
	(λ|ς; τk)/	+(ς; τk) := uλ.22 Interaction in (9) is consistent with the following
profit share interaction vector representation
uhk = (uh, uk) :
{
uh = ‖uhk‖ cos θhk : effective profit share
uk = ‖uhk‖ sin θhk : virtual profit share
(39)
that is, the profit vector implied by the interaction in (9) on a different scale on the
Cartesian plane. According to (39) the interaction vector can be represented on the
unit-circle with the following normalisation
vhk = uhk‖uhk‖ :
{
vh = cos θhk : effective profit indicator
vk = sin θhk : virtual profit indicator
(40)
The vector vhk in (40) is called specific-interaction vector and the θhk is the interaction
angle: this specification maps the interaction vectors on the Cartesian plane onto the
unit-circle in such a way that the only meaningful quantity is the interaction angle.
By applying a clockwise rotation ϑ = θ −π/4 to simplify calculations, together with





Vh = cos ϑhk = vh−vk√2 profit differential indicator
Vk = sin ϑhk = vh+vk√2
(41)
Due to the goniometric representation of the interaction vector Vhk , the interaction-
specific switching probability of (9) is found by involving the Cosine density: by













= (1 + sin(θhk − π/4))(
K + ∑k≤K sin(θhk − π/4)
)
= r(θhk) : Ah = 4K + ∑k≤K sin(θhk − π/4)
(42)
while maintenance probability is the complement rhh|k = 1−rhk|k . Therefore, at each
infra-time step, that is while the learning is developing, the following matrices are
defined
22 For the ease of exposition time and financial fragility state are suppressed therefore, from here on, all
the quantities must be considered as time dependent in every state of financial fragility.
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Note that, by using aggregate profits from the ABM–DGP simulation for each
species, (39)–(43) can be empirically evaluated. On the graph  of Fig. 1 these prob-
abilities are involved to define the transition probabilities w(p, q) for the matrix W.
These probabilities can be analytically defined by means of a recursive method or
graphically specified by following the paths on  when the final state is fixed and the
initial state is any initial (characteristic) state L p.
These probabilities have constraints depending on the initial reactant L p: constraints
switch-off some paths not to double their probabilities. As the L p changes the previous
formulae give the transition probabilities in W: as L p changes then w(p, 1) fills the
first column in W relative to the final state Lq : q = 1, w(p, 2) gives the second
column in W and so on up to w(p, K ) where the final state is Lq : q = K being.












s.t.p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = 0 (45)
w(p, 3) = Hp,3




s.t.p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = rpp|2 = 0 ∧ p = 2 ⇒ rp3|3 = 0 (46)
w(p, 4) = Hp,4
[[rp1|1r11|2r11|3]r14|4 + [[rpp|1rp2|2 + rp1|1r12|2]r22|3]r24|4





p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = 0 ∧ p = 2 ⇒ rp3|3 = rpp|3 = 0 ∧ p = 3 ⇒ rp4|4 = 0 (47)
w(p, 5) = Hp,5
{[rp1|1r11|2r11|3r11|4]r15|5 + [rpp|1rp2|2 + rp1|1r12|2]r22|3r22|4r25|5
+[rpp|1[rpp|2rp3|3 + rp2|2r23|3] + rp1|1[r11|2r13|3 + r12|2r23|3]]r33|4r35|5
+
[
rpp|1[rpp|2[rpp|3rp4|4 + rp3|3r34|4] + rp2|2[r22|3r24|4 + r23|3r34|4]]







p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = 0 ∧ p = 2 ⇒ rp3|3 = 0 ∧ p = 3
⇒ rp4|4 = rpp|4 = 0 ∧ p = 4 ⇒ rp5|5 = 0 (48)
w(p, 6) = Hp,6 { [rp1|1r11|2r11|3r11|4r11|5]r16|6
+[(rpp|1rp2|2 + rp1|1r12|2)]r22|3r22|4r22|5r26|6
+[rpp|1(rpp|2rp3|3 + rp2|2r23|3) + rp1|1(r11|2r13|3 + r12|2r23|3)]r33|4r33|5r36|6
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+
[
rpp|1[rpp|2(rpp|3rp4|4 + rp3|3r34|4) + rp2|2(r22|3r24|4 + r23|3r34|4)]













































p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = 0 ∧ p = 2 ⇒ rp3|3 = 0
p = 3 ⇒ rp4|4 = rpp|4 = 0 ∧ p = 4 ⇒ rp5|5 = rpp|5 = 0
p = 5 ⇒ rp6|6 = 0 (49)
w(p, 7) = Hp,7
{[rp1|1r11|2r11|3r11|4r11|5r11|6]r17|7
+[(rpp|1rp2|2 + rp1|1r12|2)]r22|3r22|4r22|5r22|6r27|7
+[rpp|1(rpp|2rp3|3 + rp2|2r23|3) + rp1|1(r11|2r13|3 + r12|2r23|3)]r33|4r33|5r33|6r37|7
+
[
rpp|1[rpp|2(rpp|3rp4|4 + rp3|3r34|4) + rp2|2(r22|3r24|4 + r23|3r34|4)]








































































































































































































































p = 1 ⇒ rp2|2 = rpp|2 = 0 ∧ p = 2 ⇒ rp3|3 = rpp|3 = 0
p = 3 ⇒ rpp|4 = 0 ∧ p = 4 ⇒ rpp|5 = 0
p = 5 ⇒ rpp|6 = 0 ∧ p = 6 ⇒ rpp|6 = r66|6/2
(50)
All these probabilities can be specified for any state of financial fragility ς ∈ 
through time, that is ∀[t, t + ) up to the end of the simulation time at T .
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